The Malcolm
Sargent Way…

“Love to Learn”
Our vision and pledge for excellent Pupils
Love to

Engage & Inspire




We always strive to do our best with our
learning, as we know that learning gives
us a sense of achievement and confidence.





We have a positive attitude to work and
remember that mistakes are how we
learn, and we should keep trying when
we find things tricky.
We are engaged in giving, in our
school, and in the wider world —even
the smallest act can count, whether it's a
smile, a thank you or a kind word or
even a larger acts such as volunteering
at our local community centre or raising
money for charity.

NHS—5 Steps To Mental Wellbeing

We connect with people around us, our
friends, family, neighbours and other
children across the school, spending
time with them, supporting them, sharing
experiences, skills and knowledge—they
are the most important things in our
lives.

We enjoy learning something new,
investigating, discovering and working
things out for ourselves, signing up to a
club, representing the school in a team
or event, taking part in activities in and
out of school, learning an instrument or
language, reading a book.



Nurture & Growth



Pride & Joy


stand we have freedom and liberty to
be whoever we want to be, and think
whatever we want to think, but should
not use our ideas to upset others.


We take pride in our school and where
we live, by looking after our property and
the environment.



We take pride in our achievements and
other people’s and enjoy celebrating
success, always being thankful to others
for helping us.



We enjoy being able to have a say
about school life. We enjoy getting involved in discussions and decision
making, and understand how this works

We are always friendly and helpful and
follow the Golden Rules understanding
that laws and rules are important in
school and where we live.



We are mutually respectful of the
diversity in the school and where we
live; understanding why this is important
and fair.



We take notice, are curious, catch
sight of the beautiful, notice the changing seasons, savour the moment, are
aware of the world around us and how
we feel, reflecting on our experiences
and appreciating what matters most to

British Values

We are proud to be us! We know that we
are unique and individual. We under-

democratically where we live, as well
as in school.


We enjoy being active. Exercise makes
us feel good. We take part in clubs, cycle, step outside and get involved in

learn”

